
Letting Go with Leganto: 
four Australian Universities reflect on 
implementing a new course resource list 
solution



What makes us unique?

• No previous reading list technology.  Leganto + Alma 
Digital =  opportunity

• Have managed course reserve for years, via ILMS
• Academics currently completing an online form to 

submit reserve requests – tedious and admin-
intensive

• Librarians were previously involved in course reserve 
process, but not for some years

• We still produce printed books of readings  
• Very small project team for pilot and implementation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 faculties10 schools5 campuses and countingRapidly growing, campuses and student numbers (13,500 FTE)Implemented Alma and Primo in December 2015, Alma Digital then Leganto came up as an opportunity in early 2016.Reserve processing for chapter/book portion scanning or moving physical copies to reserve collection. Process ensures copies are provided at all campuses where course is taught.Lean team for pilot and implementation – Systems Manager + 1 librarian + copyright officer (advisory). All very much part time as we continue with our substantive roles.



What is driving our decisions?

Compliance

Administration

Reporting

• Copyright 
management and 
reporting

• Single interface for 
creation, management 
and delivery

• Usage/engagement
• Ongoing analysis and 

management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CAR we’re driving is Compliance, Administration and Reporting. We want to be prepared for any move away from CAL surveys to a reporting model. We want to improve and streamline the process for academics, to provide efficiencies for library processing tasks and workflows, to improve the student experience and create the evidence-based reporting foundations for reading list development.We also see Leganto as a stepping stone towards our aim to increase library engagement in curriculum development.And finally, letting go:Moving away from printed books of readings.Changing library staff mindsets that this is still ‘course reserve’.



Getting Started

Communications
• Academic Board
• L&T Week
• Liaison with faculties 

and schools
• Logins for Leganto 

sandbox
• Promotion of pilot 

participation Sem 1, 2017

Technical
• ‘play time’ in the 

sandbox
• Ex Libris project team 

calls
• LTI in Blackboard, Alma 

and Leganto test
• LTI in production – 2 

courses mid-Sem 2, 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leganto implementation (test) April-July 2016, working with Ex Libris implementation team. Our approach for the 2017 pilots is to explore all Leganto functionality, to test and play. We want to find out how easy it is for academics to use to determine whether we can rely on them to create lists this way. We initially gave a small group of academics access to the Leganto sandbox and asked them to work through a checklist – creating lists, sections, citations, adding the Cite IT button etc., with minimal training. Most found it intuitive to use. We then embarked on a parallel approach for comms and the technical build. The Blackboard integration via LTI was very straightforward. We are still working on the course loader integration; defining specifications.From the ‘play group’, two academics agreed to be the guinea pigs in Sem 2, 2016 once we’d established the LTI in test systems. One was a librarian who had previously worked with USC library so was a no-brainer for inclusion in the setup and ongoing pilots. These two courses would also be good examples of lists to be rolled over for the first semester pilot.



Targeting Pilots

• Identified academics who are always keen to try 
something new, see potential in technology

• Identified courses that would give us constructive 
results – first year courses with high enrolments

• Also wanted to pilot a few second and third year 
courses

• Courses from a broad range of schools across the two 
faculties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the first round of demonstration and promotion, the liaison librarians compiled lists of academics who were enthusiastic and keen.Social Sciences academics really jumped on board, but throughout the pilot, some ended up needing more support from the librarians.We selected academics who were prepared to accommodate issues/troubleshooting with their courses.Targeted student feedback from the beginning, via an online form – what did you like, what did you dislike, ‘it would be good if’.



Piloting – Learning on the Go

• 11 courses in Semester 1, 2017
• Student feedback survey
• Troubleshooting issues, learning, testing, resolving 

questions – library staff and academics
• Initially aimed to support workflow development in 

reading list creation (academics) and library 
processing (back-end) but had to scale-back

• Usage analytics released during the pilot 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some academics are trialling the tags – mandatory reading, optional reading. Some have set out their lists to match the course week by week, others by modules. Some have tested the newly released functionality such as due dates. There has been very little use of comments, likes, or ‘read it’. We’re also testing the ‘auto-complete’ configurations e.g. for electronic resources, but have discovered that links to journal articles identified as “covered by your library” don’t always work so all need to be checked as part of library processing. We are currently using a defined whitelist of sites for resources that don’t require library processing, e.g. YouTube and TED talk videos.Collaborative testing and decision-making about how we will use LegantoPossibly overestimated the workload required to investigate, evaluate and test functionality to determine workflows. Librarians and academics required more training and support during the first pilot, than anticipated; probably because of the questions that were arising, rather than any real difficulty using the system – it is very intuitive. Have been involved in the Ex Libris copyright development discussions but have not yet established library processing workflows, role responsibilities. A recent library restructure is still settling.



What have we learned?

• Students love it… mostly (98%)
• Even some of the more ‘challenging’ academics are on 

board
• Using Leganto to create lists is contagious
• We need to review and determine roles and 

responsibilities
• Letting Go – Change library staff mindset that this is 

still ‘course reserve’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Capturing student feedback has been invaluable. Some students commented on functionality that was missing, but in fact available, e.g. EndNote export. Only some discovered the Read It function. This has identified the need for instruction guides for students. Other students strongly argued for the printed books of readings to be brought back. Being online ‘we couldn’t take our readings to the beach’ and printing everything out ‘was a pain’. These were students from the same second year course. Again this informs our planning for the go-live rollout targeting all first year courses i.e. those students who are new to USC and have no prior exposure to printed readings. Targeting first year courses also gives us a sustainable number of courses to start with, rather than all at once.Challenging academics have been convinced that the library can support management of their course content (suggesting resources, copyright compliance). Unlike other early-adopter libraries, most of our academics are using Leganto simply i.e. the embedded Primo search, rather than the Cite It function.So far take-up has been exceptionally good, academics are spreading the Leganto contagion amongst their colleagues and we’ve had to turn some away for the second semester pilot. We are still in the pilot phase which is possibly a honeymoon period of the keen early-adopter academics but we hope that Leganto list creation by academics will be able to replace the admin-intensive online request form currently used for course reserve. Our aim is for academics to create their own lists.Letting Go – as we pilot and learn that library processing is required for the expanded range of citations e.g. journal articles, ebook/chapters, online videos, instructor files etc. – our staff need to change their mindsets that this is still ‘course reserve’. Leganto goes far beyond that and our consideration of roles and responsibilities, where processing best sits, possible list delegations and stepped workflows across multiple teams – needs to include the new requirements.



Questions & Considerations

• How much can we expect academics to do?
• What role will the librarians play?
• How do we implement the copyright/digitisation 

workflows?
• Who will be responsible for copyright?
• How will USC roll out Leganto in 2018? First year courses?
• Will USC mandate that Leganto be used for all courses?
• Letting Go – Will printed books of readings become a 

thing of the past?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extending pilot in Sem 2, 2017 to 25 courses to clarify questions and considerations, informing go-live approach for 2018.Academics are currently using an online form to submit course reserve requests. We hope to move away from this completely by using Leganto, but need to determine if we can rely on academics to complete the citations/accurately e.g. book chapters/portions that will underpin digitisation and copyright requests. The Ex Libris development of the digitisation requests and copyright workflows are still ongoing, so we are yet to commit to anything until these are finalised.With a recent library restructure the roles of the librarians are still be finalised – hoping to expand their liaison role to include Leganto reading list creation support. Hope to use this as a stepping stone for greater librarian involvement in curriculum development.Letting Go – we hope the implementation of Leganto will move the University away from printed books of readings. From the student feedback, it is obvious that this will require a staged approach.



Known Issues

• Alma Digital workflows – adding a second chapter via 
digitisation request, Leganto only displays one link

• Digital inventory displays in Primo as “View Online” –
chapters undifferentiated from e-books

• Can’t suppress digital inventory records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned we have yet to determine library processing workflows for Alma Digital and Leganto. As an early adopter, the impacts of new functionality for digitisation and copyright processing is still to be ironed outClarification is required from Ex Libris around digitisation requests, Alma Digital and copyright workflows – impact on Primo and Leganto.Newly-released Leganto functionality to control visibility of full text and citations may resolve the problem around the inability to suppress digital inventory.



2017 and beyond
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Presentation Notes
Extend pilot to 25 courses in Sem 2. 2017Finalise the workflows for library processing and determine what functionality we are using/holding off for further developmentWork with IT Services to develop course loader integration with enrolments systemCopyright/Digitization request – early days, continued involvement with development requirementsCollate feedback from student and staff feedback survey and F2F sessions, further promotion via Academic Board, L&T Week – mandate for roll-out



What makes us unique? 

• We have been providing a listing of linked resources within the LMS 
since 2010 

• We automatically strip the reading list from the received Learning Guide 
and create a reading list

• Academics do not perform admin work and therefore this service 
expectation resides with the Library

• Due to our distributed environment, this work is centralised  to negate 
variables

• We automatically update the  reading list to the include later editions 
unless specifically requested

• Client Services are not part of the work flow – however, are expected to 
discuss new content inclusions before Learning Guides are submitted to 
the Library



Digital Discovery and Services

ReadingsDirect

Readings
Electronic 
Resource 
Mngmt

LMS 
Integration

Resource Discovery

Electronic 
Resource 
Mngmt

Discovery 
Services

Digital 
Service 
Dvlpmt

Learning 
Objects

Social 
Media & 
Student 
Engmnt

Vendor 
Relations

Organisational Structure



ReadingsDirect: Staff Profile

Manager Digital Discovery & Services

Coordinator ReadingsDirect

1 x HEW 4 1 x HEW 5

All Information Resources staff have been trained in ReadingsDirect processes and assist in periods of high demand 



Workflow Principles

Library Process Lists

Policy

Centralisation

• Cognitive load pedagogy
• Collection development

• All Learning Guides must be sent 
to the library (email)

• Host Learning Guides repository 
for the University

• Referencing Style Policy

• Acquisitions - ordering
• Copyright
• Print Reserve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Providing access to readings (direct links)  via LMS since 2010Reading lists (contained in LG) are automatically created on receipt 



Leganto reading list work-flow

Learning Guide submitted to Library 
(University Policy)

Student access to resources

Learning Guide 
available via the 
Library Website

Acquisitions complete the following:
- Ordering/location - Reserve
- Bookshop Liaison - Live list 

changes

ReadingsDirect create Leganto
list, 

then reassign to Library 
Acquisitions

Notify Academic

ReadingsDirect upload to Blackboard 
Note: This step will no longer be needed 

after we remove link to old system

Problems
Acquisitions 

process complete
No

No

Yes, 
Notify
RD

Yes, 
Amend list

Problems



Working with Leganto

LTI Course Loader

• Not integrated with SIS, 
Callista

• Using course header 
from previously work-
flow

• Updating course header 
information is part of 
reading list process

Copyright

• Our existing in-house  
system (Image Server) 
manages  copyright well

• Manages chapter limits 
and editions in all units

• We will look at the 
Leganto copyright 
solution in Q3

• Access BB staging 

• Tested course ids 
mapped to the correct 
parameters via ALMA 
sandbox

• Submit business case to 
move LTI BB production 



ALMA Configurations: Used /Not Used

Processing 
Departments

• RD process the list first (Note: we used Google doc to track progress 
against timetable data)

• Re-assign lists to acquisition for orders
• Acq staff will update new editions directly on the list
• New orders, etc. are added to the notes field via reading list in ALMA
• We are not using work orders

Notifications

• We have not turned on the notification letters  - as can’t embed a 
reading list permalink into letters / emails (Note: You need another 
authentication layer for the links to work outside LMS)

• We notify academics via email re: availability, amendments and 
access to BB site



Executing the roll out

Pilot

• Created 45 Leganto list for the 
Summer session (Dec 16-Feb 17)

• As the service remained unchanged, 
the comm plan to academic staff 
focused on new look and feel and 
that the correct citation will no 
longer  be provided within reading 
lists

Implementation

• 1080 lists created

• Tagging prescribed texts, text book 
initiative text

• Same comm plan used as pilot

• Academic staff are not list owners at 
this stage



Since December 2016

1038
lists created 

21,788
citations 

579,570
views 579,570

views

21,788

citations

1038
lists created 

229,433
citations accessed

in fulltext

229,433
accessed in fulltext



2017 and beyond

Known Issues

• Metadata is poor for chapters and 
editors  - this has caused much 
confusion for students

• Dealing with different reading lists for 
the same unit or over concurrent 
sessions

• Response Code: 400 Unknown user ID: 
not all casual staff are included in the 
staff load (need library record) – or, 
added to BB unit site with wrong staff 
ID

Future

• Ensuring legacy links are removed and 
replaced with the new LTI tool link 

• Academics will be able update their 
lists in the near future (their choice)

• Client Services will be promoting the 
analytics tool separately  as this will 
assist with reading list development

• Implementation the Copyright 
functionality

• Course loader once new system has 
been selected

• SAML: permalinks
• Single workflow: update a reading list 

and placing orders



What makes us unique?

• Size and scale:
53,481 students
6117 staff
9 faculties
~ 2,000 courses taught in semester 1, 2017

• Self service model for UNSW Library resources and 
services

• A local champion
• University’s move to blended learning model

21



What makes us unique?

• Development partner with Ex Libris
• Pilots and rollout managed by three units in the Library:

Academic Services Unit
Electronic Resources Unit
Library Applications Support Unit

• Pilot and rollout managed without additional staff



2016 Pilot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Semester 1, 2016 10 published listsSemester 2, 2016, 23 published listsSummer 40 published lists
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Promoting Leganto

•Library web pages
•Outreach Librarians
•Local Champion
•Adding Leganto to the 
Moodle template
•Faculty Learning and 
Teaching Committees

https://www.library.unsw.edu.au/teaching/providing-access-to-course-resources/how-to-provide-course-resources-for-your-students
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYT_0R6Z8dE
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In Retrospect

• Trial on a larger scale – involve all courses in one or two 
faculties

• Be less helpful to academic staff during the trial
• Bother the Moodle people from the beginning



2017 and beyond

• Refining workflows
• Working on analytics
• Updating our communication plan
• Semester 2, 2017 rollout
• Faculty of Arts and Social Science course redesign
• Australian Graduate School of Management lists
• Faculty of Medicine



What makes us unique?

Curtin University is a trademark of Curtin University of Technology
CRICOS Provider code  00301J

 Very small staff to implement and administrate Leganto
 Large University rollout
 A technical exercise in copyright management
 Letting go of a robust and successful legacy system



Project Team Structure

Curtin University is a trademark of Curtin University of Technology
CRICOS Provider code  00301J

Project Manager

Copyright 

Project Sponsor

Collection Access 
team (1.5 FTE)

Librarian (.1 FTE)

Information 
Technology 

Expert Advice

4 Faculties
More than 39 teaching areas

38000 students (FTE)
705 Teaching staff

Multiple and International campuses 



Reading List Workflow

Curtin University is a trademark of Curtin University of Technology
CRICOS Provider code  00301J

Academic 
Staff 

Students 
Consume 

Library Staff
Process 

Alma Course 
Reserves

Access Leganto
Via

LMS (Blackboard) 
to create Reading 

Lists

Online Learning 
Administration 
System (OLAS) 

creates Blackboard 
instances

Reading List 
information is 
copied in real-
time to Alma 

Course 
Reserves

Loads Course 
Information 

via API



What is driving our decisions

Curtin University is a trademark of Curtin University of Technology
CRICOS Provider code  00301J

Policy

Leganto UI

Library Staff

• Reading list content is responsibility of 
academic staff

• Copyright management/reporting is 
centralised within the Library

• Academics must create their own lists 
using the Leganto UI

• Use of materials copied under Part VB 
must be reported to the Library

• Reading lists can be used as an ordering 
mechanism for learning and teaching 

• Copyright management
• Acquisition
• Student Access to resources (e.g. Ready 

for Processing to Complete)



Configurations: Used/ not used
Not Used
• Notifications via email – the new bundling does not 

give us the level of control required
• Copyright and Digitisation – early days
• Alma D – still under consideration
• Alma Analytics for Leganto
Used
• Purchase request
• Uploaded Files – Leganto cloud management
• White List – although we think about moving to a 

Blacklist

Curtin University is a trademark of Curtin University of Technology
CRICOS Provider code  00301J



Executing the roll out

• Year 1 (2015): 
Investigate a reading list solution 

• Year 2 (2016): 
Address configuration/implementation 
issues and conduct pilot

• Year 3 (2017):
Decommission legacy system and roll-out 
of new service

Curtin University is a trademark of Curtin University of Technology
CRICOS Provider code  00301J



Curtin University is a trademark of Curtin University of Technology
CRICOS Provider code  00301J

User Statistics 2016-2017
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Business Not as Usual

• Specialist needs of individual units has created 
additional licensing and hosting concerns for 
the Library

• Metadata controls require re-working
• Copyright and digitisation workflows to be 

investigated

Curtin University is a trademark of Curtin University of Technology
CRICOS Provider code  00301J



2017 and beyond

Curtin University is a trademark of Curtin University of Technology
CRICOS Provider code  00301J
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Library processes



Contact
Kerry Bedford
Manager Academic Services, Science, 
Engineering and Medicine
University of New South Wales, N.S.W
k.bedford@unsw.edu.au

Meredith Mooi
Systems and Technologies Manager, 
Information Services
University of the Sunshine Coast, 
Queensland
Mmooi@usc.edu.au

Tracy Donnelly
Manager, Digital Discovery and Services
Western Sydney University, N.S.W
T.Donnelly@westernsydney.edu.au

Linda Sheedy
Coordinator Collection Access
Curtin University, Western Australia
l.sheedy@curtin.edu.au
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